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FEATURES

EUROPE: A COMMUNITY OF MEMORY?
Twentieth Annual Lecture of the GHI, November 16, 2006

Aleida Assmann
University of Konstanz

“The project of a united Europe will probably require the readjustment of
historical narratives—and possibly the recasting of various collective memories
from East and West.”
–Jan-Werner Müller

In 1882, at the very peak of the development of nationalism, the French
anthropologist Ernest Renan prophesied: “Nations are not permanent.
They began and they will end sometime. It is very likely that they will be
replaced by the European confederation.”1 At the beginning of the
twenty-first century, we can only confirm this statement: The concept of
the nation is receding as a dominant reference point for collective iden-
tity. New forms of collective identity have appeared both above and
below the level of nationhood. In this process the downward tendency
toward disintegration is at least as strong as the upward tendency toward
integration on a higher level. An obvious example is the United States,
where national myths and visions lost both color and persuasive power
to make room for ethnic identities. The immigrants had been expected to
relinquish their origins and histories so that they could dedicate them-
selves completely to the common national project. This nation was united
not by a common heritage but by a promise, a common dream. “To be an
American (unlike being English or French or whatever),” wrote Leslie
Fiedler in the late 1960s, “is precisely to imagine a destiny rather than to
inherit one since we have always been, insofar as we are Americans at all,
inhabitants of myth rather than history.”2 The rationale of this immigra-
tion policy was that a common future would gradually replace divided
pasts.

Today, we see that the future has lost much of its power to integrate,
while the past is becoming increasingly important in the formation of
identity. This shift of orientation from future to past occurred in the 1980s
and 1990s with the growing acknowledgement of historical traumas. In the
aftermath of the Holocaust, colonialism, and slavery, the experience of
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the victims found growing recognition and served as a new basis for the
formation of collective identity. This fragmentation of national identity
into subgroups has become manifest in the so-called hyphenated identi-
ties, such as African-American, Caribbean-British, or Jewish-Austrian.

European Identity Formation

Generally speaking, collective identities require both a common goal for
the future and common points of reference in the past. This applies also
to the case of the European Union. There is currently little disagreement
about the guiding values for the present and the future: the basic rights
of democratic civil society are compulsory for all member states. The
political scientist Bassam Tibi, a German Muslim from Syria and a stu-
dent of Max Horkheimer, coined the term “European guiding culture”
[europäische Leitkultur] to identify this normative framework for integra-
tion.3 Starting from the premise that every community needs “a consen-
sus of values and an identity,” Tibi defined the standard for a “European
identity for Germany” in the following way:

Precedence of reason over religious revelation, that is, over the
authority of absolute religious truths; precedence of individual
human rights over communal rights; a secular democracy based
on the separation of church and politics; universally recognized
pluralism as well as mutually effective tolerance. The acceptance
of these values alone forms the substance of a civil society.4

At the same time, various actions have been taken to create some-
thing like a common historical memory for the growing European Union
which, it is hoped, will reinforce the bonds between the member states.
Politicians, historians, museologists, and image designers are currently in
search of a collective European history, which is to be disseminated
through common symbols, textbooks, and commemorative practices.
Politicians and historians have laid the foundation for a museum of
Europe that is to open in 2007 on the fiftieth anniversary of the founding
of the European Community. It is intended to strengthen the conscious-
ness of a transnational European identity among the citizens of the EU
by providing a historical narrative and giving it concrete and visible
shape.5 Another historical project discussed by a group of international
historians is the search for shared “European sites of memory.” The
project of Lieux de mémoire (1984–1992), launched for France by Pierre
Nora and his colleagues and successfully imitated in many European
countries such as the Netherlands, Spain, Austria, and Germany, is
thereby to be raised to a transnational level.6 In addition to these projects,
various European research teams—most of them funded by the European
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Science Foundation—are engaged in investigating key historical events
that make up something like the European imaginaire.7

The Holocaust as the Memory of Europe?

The historian Dan Diner has argued that these efforts to construct a
European history are unnecessary because Europe already has a common
point of reference in the past, namely, the Holocaust. This, he argues, is
the paradigmatic European lieu de mémoire, and every construction of a
European identity must acknowledge it as a point of departure. Indeed,
steps have been taken to institutionalize this common memory as the core
of European identity. Prime Minister Göran Persson of Sweden invited
representatives of sixteen nations (among them thirteen present and fu-
ture members of the European Union) to a forum in Stockholm on Janu-
ary 27, 2000, to discuss and define a common framework for commemo-
rating and teaching the Holocaust. In the first year of the new
millennium, fifty-five years after the liberation of Auschwitz, there was
agreement that the murder of six million European Jews should become
a common memory and, in turn, that this memory should inform the
values of European civil society and serve as a reminder of the obligation
to protect the rights of minorities. A task force was created in 1998 (which
has meanwhile grown to encompass twenty-two nations) that is commit-
ted to perpetuating the memory of the Holocaust. The last article of the
Stockholm declaration states: “It is appropriate that this, the first major
international conference of the new millennium, declares its commitment
to plant the seeds of a better future amidst the soil of a bitter past. We
empathize with the victims’ suffering and draw inspiration from their
struggle. Our commitment must be to remember the victims who per-
ished, respect the survivors still with us, and reaffirm humanity’s com-
mon aspiration for mutual understanding and justice.”8

Though Europe was the stage for the Holocaust, the memory of it is
no longer specifically European but extends far beyond Europe’s bound-
aries. On January 24, 2005, the United Nations for the first time in its
history commemorated the Holocaust in a special session. In his address,
Kofi Annan emphasized that “the evil which destroyed six million Jews
and others in these camps still threatens all of us today; the crimes of the
Nazis are nothing that we may ascribe to a distant past in order to forget
it. . . . It falls to us, the successor generations,” he said, “to lift high the
torch of remembrance, and to live our lives by its light.”9 This develop-
ment of a progressive extension of the memory of the Holocaust beyond
the boundaries of Europe confirms the thesis of a book by Daniel Levy
and Nathan Sznaider. In Holocaust and Memory in the Global Age, the
authors argue that “as nothing was more ‘cosmopolitan’ than the concen-
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tration and extermination camps of the Nazis” (25), this trauma needs to
be answered by a globalization of Holocaust memory. In the globalized
modern world, whose most important characteristic is displacement, de-
territorialization, and the transcending of borders, the “cosmopolitan
memory” of the Holocaust provides the foundation for a global politics of
human rights, based on commonly remembered barbarism.10 A global-
ization of the Holocaust, I would like to argue, has indeed come about,
but in a slightly different way from that envisaged by Levy and Sznaider.
The Holocaust has not become a single universally shared memory, but
it has become the paradigm or template through which other genocides
and historical traumas are very often perceived and presented. The Ho-
locaust has thereby not replaced other traumatic memories around the
globe but has provided a language for their articulation.

European Memories after 1945

In Europe, the historical site of the German genocide of the Jews, Holo-
caust memory has a different quality and resonance than it has, for in-
stance, in the United States, where it is far removed from its local con-
texts. In Europe this memory is anything but abstract and removed, but
rather deeply engraved in local and national history. We therefore have
to consider the difference between a global and a European Holocaust
memory, and, furthermore, a European and a national Holocaust
memory. In Europe, this memory is embedded in the history of the Sec-
ond World War, which all the nations of Europe experienced but which
each experienced differently. In other words, in Europe the transnational
memory runs up against a variety of national memory constellations
and collisions.11 If we ignore these historical levels of memory or paint
them with too broad a brush, we run the risk of ending up with a rather
abstract memory construct. In Germany, for instance, there is the danger
that, in the adoption of this victim memory, its own perpetrator memory
will disappear. Therefore, Volkhart Knigge objected to such an adoption
and warned against the “naïve importation of concepts, such as that of
‘Holocaust Education.’”12 Reinhart Koselleck made the following em-
phatic comment on behalf of the Germans: “By no means may we hide
behind victim groups, specifically the Jews, as if by doing so we had
gained a Holocaust memorial, as other nations of the globe have done.”13

The problem on which I would like to focus here was incisively stated
by the Swiss author Adolf Muschg when he wrote: “What binds Europe
and divides it is at its core one thing: the common memory.”14 More than
sixty years after the events, we Europeans are still far from a unified
memory; on the contrary, we have to acknowledge that the Second World
War and the Holocaust remain subjects of conflict and debate. Appar-
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ently, national memories cannot be integrated within a European
memory as easily as the Task Force for International Cooperation on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research might wish.

To recognize the heterogeneous memory territory of Europe more
clearly, we need to turn to the history of European memory after 1945.
With a series of writings culminating in his recent book Postwar: A History
of Europe since 1945, the historian Tony Judt has made us aware of Eu-
rope’s highly selective postwar memory constructions. Memories, he ar-
gues, were politically explosive and unusable during the era when Eu-
rope was both divided and bound together by a sharp ideological contest
between the two superpowers of East and West. At a time when “the
enemy” had been re-identified, it was inopportune, for instance, to recall
that the Soviet Union had recently been one of the Allies in the war
against Hitler and the Axis powers. Without Hitler, this alliance quickly
collapsed and was replaced by the “Iron Curtain,” which led to the freez-
ing of memory and history in conformity with the political status quo of
the Cold War.15

In an essay entitled “Myth and Memory in Postwar Europe” (1992),
Tony Judt showed that during the Cold War the national memories of
Europe were frozen in such a way as to support the political status quo.
According to Judt, the official European version of the wartime experi-
ence included the “universally acknowledged claim that responsibility
for the war, its suffering and its crimes, lay with the Germans.”16 The
scale of the evil that had been committed by Nazi Germany had evidently
surpassed the limits of experience and imagination, so this consensus was
certainly grounded on more than “an intuitive logic.” Judt, however,
points to the comforting effect of this formula for European nations:
Within this framework, many memories of what had happened during
and after the war “got conveniently lost.”17 The Hungarian writer Peter
Esterházy expressed a similar idea in the speech he gave in St. Paul’s
Church in Frankfurt upon receiving the 2004 Peace Prize of the German
Book Trade, when he said: “To conceal one’s own guilt by referring to
Germany’s crimes is a European habit. Hatred for the Germans is the
foundation of the postwar period.”18

During this period there were two generally recognized and honor-
able roles for European nations to assume: victim and/or resister. Austria
can serve as an example of the first, the nation as victim, and France of the
second, the nation as resister. In both countries, of course, there were
people who were victims of Hitler’s Germany and people who engaged
in acts of resistance. Memory was not necessarily distorted after the
war but a selective memory was generalized and politically instrumen-
talized. Psychoanalysts speak of “screen memories” that suppress other
memories and serve to protect a positive self-image. To put it another
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way, one remembers something in order to be better able to forget some-
thing else. When applied to the realm of national memory, this means
that one recalls one’s own suffering in order to avoid being reminded of
one’s own guilt. Remembering oneself in the role of victim can also block
memory of other victims, particularly the Jewish victims. Myths arise
when partial memories supported by experience are claimed as the ho-
mogeneous and exclusive memory for the national collective, while
memories deemed inappropriate are excluded from the national dis-
course and expunged from the collective self-image.

We could witness how these defensive strategies began to crumble in
Western Europe in the 1980s. After a period of extremely stylized and
standardized images of the past, many European nations were finally
confronting conflicting, painful, and shameful memories. As the protec-
tive shields and myths collapsed, they gave way to controversy and more
complex representations. In France the acknowledgement of Vichy’s col-
laboration shattered the national “myth of the resistance”; in post-
Waldheim Austria the official version of Austria as “Hitler’s first victim”
became problematic, and even Switzerland, the neutral state and haven
for so many refugees, was confronted with its own “sites of memory” in
the form of its banks and its border.

Differences in East and West

The year 1989 marked a far-reaching political turning point. The collapse
of the bipolar political framework triggered an eruption of suppressed
memories. The thaw after the long freeze revived not only memories of
the past but also the idea of Europe. But while in Western Europe national
myths were challenged and debunked, that was by no means equally the
case in Eastern Europe. Here we may invoke another quotation from
Renan’s speech of 1882: “The act of forgetting—I might almost say his-
torical error—plays a significant role in the creation of a nation, and
therefore advances in the field of history are often a threat to the na-
tion.”19 While the Western European nations increasingly brought their
national constructions of the past into line with the standards of historical
scholarship, the nations that emerged from the Eastern bloc did not nec-
essarily undertake similar reconstructions. Their experience of two dic-
tatorships gave rise to inextricably intertwined memories of both perse-
cution and collaboration, of both victimization and guilt. Far from
confronting these complexities, however, many of these nations are now
engaged in reestablishing old national myths or creating new ones.

As an example one can cite Poland, which had no fascist movements
or structures of collaboration and whose population endured especially
harsh suffering at the hands of the Germans. Its national myth continues
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to revolve around the victim role. Unlike in Austria, the Polish sense of
victimization is backed by centuries of historical experience and cultural
tradition. The Polish self-image as “Christ of the nations” highlights this
sacrosanct status of Polish martyrology. In light of this deeply entrenched
cultural pattern of experience, it is virtually impossible to acknowledge
the status of other victims—such as the Jews—and to deal with their own
guilt in the context of Catholic anti-Semitism, which became an issue in
the story of Jedwabne. Once again, what we see is not so much historical
error (as Renan had it) but the generalizing of one respectable memory
covering up other uncomfortable memories. The national status as victim
can lead to self-immunization against guilt and responsibility.20

The Hungarians also saw themselves, in the longue durée of European
history, as the victims of oppression and foreign domination by the Ot-
tomans, the Habsburgs, the Nazis, and the Communists. After the fall of
the Berlin Wall, Hungary could once again refer to these old models of
experience and their enduring appeal to the public in its new national
self-definition. A similar process took place in the Czech Republic, whose
national historical myth revolves around the recurring experience of a
legendary defeat (the Battle of White Mountain on November 8, 1620).
After the abolition of the unifying socialist vision of history, old national
patterns resurfaced and structured the ways in which the historical ex-
perience of World War II was processed.

Russia offers a further example of the reconstruction of a national
historical myth that disregards the memories of others and the standards
of historical research. Here a victor’s memory asserts its “sovereignty” by
claiming an absolute and exclusive interpretation of history that will not
brook contradiction. At the center of this vision is the fatherland’s mission
in the Great Patriotic War. Thanks to the troops of the Red Army, Hitler
was defeated, concentration camps were liberated, and a shattered Eu-
rope was given a new future. The great historical liberation of 1945 is the
kernel of a heroic self-image that does not permit the introduction of
other, conflicting elements, such as the victims of the Stalinist dictatorship
and the gulag, into this picture.

Again we must acknowledge that these distorted national memory
constructs do not necessarily involve a falsification of history but rather
the strategic selection of expedient recollections. Thus in the case of Rus-
sian national memory, the historically accurate recollection of the difficult
victory over National Socialism acts as a broad defensive shield against
recalling the victims of Communist terror. The victors who write history
have the power to suppress counter-memory and to prevent the writing
of different histories by keeping the archives locked. As the victor in 1945,
Russia claims the privilege of not having to submit its memories to close
European scrutiny. Thus memory reveals itself to be inseparable from the
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question of power, with “sovereignty” consisting of the privilege to in-
dulge in one’s memories and to construct one’s national myths in a self-
validating way. In such states it falls to civic initiatives to construct a
counter-memory of the victims and to keep it alive. The nationalistic
group Pamyat was able to gain official acceptance of its memory. The
non-governmental organization Memorial, by contrast, is dedicated to his-
torical investigation of the crimes of totalitarian communist regimes on
behalf of the victims. Fully in the spirit of Renan, this group deploys the
power of historical research to erode the simplistic structure of national
myth.21

Guidelines for Dealing Peaceably with National Memories

It is becoming more and more obvious that memories serve not only as
avenues to unification but also stand in its way. Memories can promote
a more critical self-image, but they can also produce conflicts by tearing
open old wounds and reanimating inveterate conflicts. A particularly
clear example of this ambiguous potential inherent in memories is the
current exhibition in Berlin “Flight and Expulsion in Twentieth-Century
Europe,” which, according to its organizers, stresses the universality of
suffering, but which at the same time has triggered new political con-
flicts.22 Migration, the streaming of millions of refugees across national
borders, is a dominant experience of twentieth-century Europe that calls
for a transnational perspective. In 2002, the Polish scholar Karol Sauer-
land had pointed out that “there are no more problems surrounding the
theme of the expulsion of Germans,” to which he added, “The fact that
this is no longer a subject of disagreements is seen by historians as one of
the most important successes of the Polish/German relationship after the
fall of the Berlin Wall.”23 But it took only a single stroke to undo this
hard-won success. One year later, Erika Steinbach, president of the Alli-
ance of Expellees, put forward a proposal to establish a “Center Against
Expulsion” in the symbolically charged city of Berlin and to add a new
day of national commemoration to the German calendar. Many in Poland
immediately began to worry that this German experience of suffering
would thereupon be connected to claims concerning the restitution of lost
property.

Other concerned observers see in the call for a “Center Against Ex-
pulsion” a rival to Holocaust memory.24 While the majority of the victims
of the Holocaust and their descendants now live outside of Europe, the
majority of the victims of expulsion continue to live within Europe. Is
perhaps a German memory of victimhood in the process of replacing the
German memory of guilt at a moment when living witnesses are becom-
ing scarce and a new generation is taking over? There are also voices that
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plead for forgetting in view of the growing collision of one-sided memo-
ries. Can European integration perhaps be achieved only at the price of
mutual oblivion?25 There are indeed important instances in history when
forgetting proved an important resource for social peacemaking, espe-
cially after civil wars, but the intertwined conflicts in those instances are
fundamentally different from the asymmetric violence between Nazi per-
petrator and Jewish victim that lies behind our post-traumatic age. In
addition, in the two world wars, Europe was the stage for an unimagin-
able unleashing of extreme violence that targeted civilians as well as
combatants. The traumatic impact of this violence, which only gradually
became evident decades after the war and which still troubles Europe,
cannot simply be overcome by a Schlußstrich. Shared memory rather than
amnesia is today considered a more adequate response to the traumatic
legacy of that violence. The network of death and labor camps that cov-
ered Europe like a rash during the Nazi period; the battlefields of both
world wars, from the Marne to Stalingrad, and the bombed-out cities,
from Guernica and Coventry to Dresden—all these have already become
European lieux de mémoire. “Europe needs its memory sites,” writes the
Dutch historian Pim de Boer, “not just as a mnemonic means for identi-
fying mangled corpses, but in order to promote understanding, forget-
ting, and forgiveness.”26 Common memory sites, according to de Boer’s
somewhat paradoxical statement, are needed to forget and overcome the
divisive potential in memories.

The questions then arise: How are we to move from trauma to un-
derstanding? How to move from dividing and aggressive memories to
memories that strengthen the process of European integration? How to
clear memory blockages on the one hand and contain the aggressive
potential inherent in memories on the other? There are political norms
and standards for a peaceful coexistence within the European Union, but
there are as yet no norms and standards for the peaceful coexistence of
European memories. In the remainder of this article I would like to pro-
pose some practical guidelines that might help to regulate the use and
banish the abuse of collective memories. It is hoped that identifying some
rules and exposing ‘malign’ practices will make it easier to universally
recognize and reject such practices.

1. Separating memory from argument

We have to distinguish between a memory and the arguments that can be
built upon it. One example is the commemoration rites enacted on the
sixtieth anniversary of the bombing of Dresden. Some of the city’s resi-
dents participated in the official commemoration with the mayor and
representatives of Britain, France, and the United States in attendance.
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Some marched through the streets carrying banners that read “Bombing
Holocaust.” And some set up a series of large posters bearing the names
of the cities Dresden, Nagasaki, New York, and Baghdad. In these com-
memorative acts, one event, the bombing of Dresden, was associated with
three completely different messages: one diplomatically conciliatory, one
aggressive and vengeful, and one pacifistic. Memories are constantly as-
sociated with arguments, but the arguments are never an intrinsic part of
those memories. To neutralize the malignant potential of memories, a line
must be drawn between what has been experienced and what follows
from the experience in terms of interpretation, evaluation, claim, and
consequence. The same holds true of the assessment of the year 1945 in
German memory. After decades of considering it in terms of “catastro-
phe” and “downfall,” the notion of “liberation” was introduced and took
hold in the heads of the younger generations. Again, it is not the events
that we have changed, but our frames for interpreting them.

2. No more offsetting of guilt

A widespread and completely untenable device in the battle of memories
is the tactic of offsetting. In such cases, a historical situation is presented
as a zero-sum game: proof of your opponent’s guilt automatically reduces
or nullifies your own guilt. In this form of competition, both sides use
memories as a club. The only memory that is important is the guilt of the
other, and establishing that guilt is seen as wiping out one’s own guilt.
While connecting memory with argument leads to the instrumentaliza-
tion and politicization of memory, setting off guilt results in minimizing
one’s own guilt.

3. No more competition among victims

Whereas the offsetting of guilt is intended to minimize one’s own share
in it or to make it disappear entirely, competition among victims is a
battle for recognition of one’s own suffering. This sort of memory contest
takes the form of a struggle for precedence. Victim groups vie for public
recognition and resources. Placing one trauma in a privileged position
can serve to eclipse another trauma according to the precept: what is
worse covers up what is bad. Focusing on the worst experience (the
Holocaust) may make one blind to bad experiences (bombing, expulsion)
deemed undeserving of recognition in Germany during the eighties and
nineties. To acknowledge one trauma must not mean to marginalize or
even discard another.

4. From exclusion to inclusion of memories

Memories that support a collective identity are not only selective but also
tend toward uniformity. One memory grows in size to crowd another
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out. This serves as a protective shield against other memories; one
memory is used to immunize oneself against another. Therefore, the criti-
cal question is: how exclusive or how inclusive is a collective memory?
The fixation on the crimes of others makes one’s own conveniently dis-
appear. For the Germans, as Christian Meier has pointed out, the “nega-
tive privileging” of the Holocaust cast a shadow over other atrocities,
hiding them from view and consciousness. He asked: “Have not atrocities
like those which we perpetrated against Poland and Russia . . . disap-
peared under the shadow of the Holocaust?”27 While simplistic memories
have impeded European integration, more complex memories can pro-
mote that process and provide a foundation for it.

5. From a divided to a shared memory

In his speech in Frankfurt’s St. Paul’s Church, Peter Esterházy negatively
summed up the status quo of European memory: “What was supposed to
be united has been torn apart in self-hatred and self-pity. . . . Besides the
untruth of the exclusive perpetrator, there is the untruth of the exclusive
victim, and the unspoken ‘we’ of the national memory lies hidden be-
neath both. . . . A common European knowledge about ourselves as both
perpetrators and victims is not yet in view.”28 For Esterházy, the road to
a common European community of memory winds through the memory
of one’s own guilt and the acknowledgment of the suffering of others. It
was the failure of empathy that made the war and the Holocaust possible;
in our postwar traumatic age, it is memory that can ameliorate the situ-
ation. A divisive memory that leaves the memory of suffering to the
affected victim groups perpetuates the original murderous constellation.
This fatal polarity can be overcome and lead to a shared memory through
the empathetic recognition of the victim’s memories.

6. Contextualizing

Another tool for dulling the malignant energy of memories is the ability
to place experience and memory into a larger context. This is possible
only in retrospection and is a cognitive achievement of historical con-
sciousness. Experiencing and remembering never take place in such a
context; those who lost hearth and home in 1945 and took part in dan-
gerous and uncertain treks westward did not automatically view the
experience as a just punishment for Hitler’s criminal war of aggression.
Yet nothing is gained by discarding lived experiences merely because
they do not conform to a broader historical perspective. Everyone has a
human right to his or her memories. That, however, does not exclude
the necessity to place such memories that have been articulated and
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recognized on a wider horizon. As contextualized memories, they lose the
taint of irreconcilable solipsism. Only by retrospectively placing them in
a larger context can they be made compatible with other memories.

7. Framing

The European unification project presumes a common framework in
which multiplicity of memory plays a double role. On the one hand, it is
to be recognized and preserved; on the other, whatever is psychologically
damaging or politically divisive within these memories is to be subdued.
The common framework must consist in a canon of values and goals.
Memories are not just located, but also framed within this horizon of
values that challenges their built-in tendency toward self-hypnosis. Here
the double aspect of identity, based on memories and values, again comes
into play. Memories can retain their unmistakable variety and diversity,
but they must lose their divisive effects. Only through integration within
a common framework of identity and values can they be made to coexist
without constantly reigniting old conflicts by adding new fuel. In this
way, preserving the past goes hand-in-hand with mastering the past.
Between forgetting, on the one hand, and continuously reactivating the
past on the other, there is a third possibility, namely, memory as a form
of closure in order to open a way to the future.

***

Europeans are obviously still far from attaining Esterházy’s vision of a
“common European knowledge of ourselves.” With each election, we see
that populism and right-wing nationalism are gaining ground, and that is
leading to a reestablishment of boundaries between the EU member
states. We are dealing, then, with a European knowledge that is not yet a
reality, but rather a vision and certainly the great potential inherent in the
project of European unification. It offers the opportunity “to face history
and ourselves.”29 Applied to Europe, this slogan means, in practice,
learning to see national histories from a transnational perspective and
thus to transform external national borders into internal European ones.
National memory and national identity, writes Jan-Werner Müller, are mu-
tually constitutive. And he continues: “This type of memory . . . sometimes
conflicts with individual memories.”30 In Europe, each national memory
is in effect in conflict with that of its neighbor. To the extent, however,
that seeing beyond national borders becomes a European habit of
thought, the self-serving nature of national myths will become more and
more untenable.

“Europe,” the Swiss writer Adolf Muschg once wrote, “is a commu-
nity of destiny.”31 This community of destiny could become a community
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of memory in which, after the unspeakable atrocities and horrors of the
twentieth century, all histories of suffering are remembered, including
precisely those one would most like to forget. Establishing Europe as a
transnational frame for memory would mean building a common Euro-
pean consciousness as victims and perpetrators. National memory con-
structs will have to be measured against this common “European knowl-
edge,” a knowledge of historical events in their context. Historical
consciousness does not eliminate national memories but rather integrates
them. Within such a framework, Europeans could learn to face up to their
memories and to listen to others with empathy. Such a European memory
would not provide a platform for political legitimization; rather, it would
work against exaggerated self-images and antagonistic images of others.
If national memory is not taught within a common framework of shared
historical consciousness, the project of a United States of Europe will
remain an empty dream.32

Lord Dahrendorf once said in an interview: “A happy country does
not agree about the future, but is basically in agreement about the past; in
an unhappy country the reverse is true.”33 In this sense, Europe is still far
from being “a happy country.”
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